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Dear Friends,
There's a funeral prayer which thanks God for the
constant pattern of life, “a world of planting and
harvesting”. The prayer is of course picking up the imagery
of Ecclesiastes chapter 3, “For everything there is a
season...”.
This season of Harvest is part of that pattern, the cycle of planting and
harvesting in which the goodness of the past is reaped at the point of dying to
bring life into the future.
This same cycle for which we have evolved as creatures who are part of
the world is also evident in our own lives. We experience patterns and seasons,
even within each of As You Like It's “seven ages”.
We've seen this recently in our church family as people have taken the
opportunity of the pandemic to reflect on the part they play within our
community, and to assess their capacity in the light of the various demands on
their time. On the one hand this has some negative effects as some of our
activities are no longer able to keep going, or are having to make increased
demands on the remaining helpers. On the other hand, it opens up possibilities
for those who are now joining us to find outlets for their energies and abilities.
To help with that process we have decided to keep an up-to-date list in the
Weekly News Sheet of areas where we would value further assistance.
In my own ministry I am coming to the end of my extended term as Area
Dean for the Lyndhurst deanery. I retire from that role on 20 October, having
served since 2013 – how the time flies! It has been a great privilege to serve as
Area Dean, in particular the task of helping to interview and select new parish
priests for the parishes of the deanery. Most recently, and I suppose finally, this
was for the parish of Hythe. On each occasion I have been struck by that same
pattern in people's lives: planting and harvesting; reflection and re-commitment;
endings turning to beginnings.
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has reflected
prayerfully on their commitments and has decided to lay down some of them.
Thank you for the planting. Thank you for the harvest. And may God bless you as
you start a new season with the Lord of the harvest.

With best wishes, Peter

MONTHLY EVENTS
Zoom Details – Prayer (1)
https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/89529902640pwd=QVQxTGxjODdwV3ROT1gxM2NWUjN0dz09
or from a landline phone: 0203 481 5240; Meeting ID: 895 2990 2640:
Passcode: 2020
Zoom Details – Social (2)
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85117060907?
pwd=SThHQWROTGRxSVROMEVVZlprTFJvdz09
or from a landline phone: 0203 481 5240; Meeting ID: 851 1706 0907:
Passcode: coffee

St Thomas’ Church is open for private prayer each day 10.00am - 4.00pm
REGULAR WEEKLY EVENTS:
Sunday:

8.00am
9.15am
11.00am

Early Communion
Choral Communion
Life & Soul Informal Service

Monday to Friday: 9.00am

Zoom Morning Prayer [1]

Monday:
Tuesday:

Monday Lunch Club - STH
Toddler Group - STH
Zoom Taketime Ignatian Meditation [1]
Meet the Vicar
Poetry Corner - STH (2nd Wednesday by Zoom)
Holy Communion
Vistas Café - STH
Holy Communion
Zoom Prayer for the work of the parish [1]

Wednesday:

Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

12 noon
10.00am
11.00am
6.00pm
10.00am
11.00am
10.00am
8.00am
9.00am

OCTOBER EVENTS
Fri 1 - Sun 10
Sat 2
10.00am

Lymington and Pennington Green Week
Eco Fair (till 3.0pm) - STH

OCTOBER EVENTS
Sun 3
Mon 4
Tue 5
Sat 9

HARVEST

9.30am
11.15am
11.00am

Sun 10
Wed 13

Services as usual
LIS Harvest Service - STC
Funeral of Patricia Ryan - STC
NO Meet the Vicar this week
Lay Ministries Commissioning Service - Winchester
Cathedral

TRINITY 19

4.00pm

Services as usual
Book Club discussion [2]

9.00am
3.00pm

Services as usual including
Messy Church - STH
Baptism of Reuben - STC

Sun 17

TRINITY 20

Sun 24

BIBLE SUNDAY

Services as usual

Sun 31

ALL SAINTS

Services as usual

NOVEMBER EVENTS
Fri 5

9.00am

Churchyard Bonfire

4.00pm

Services as usual including
All Souls’ Service

Sun 7

3 BEFORE ADVENT

We should like to wish
Happy October Birthday to...
Lily-Rose Smith
Devon Johnson + Hector Lane
Jacob Gates + Alezia Stone
Chloe Sloper
This month’s cover: Sunlight through the trees in
St Thomas’ Churchyard. Photo: Deborah Overton

Sunday 17 October

St Thomas’ Church
Lymington

The Sword of the Spirit
Join us for breakfast from 9.00 am in the Church Hall followed by
Worship Songs, Bible Readings, Fellowship and Fun
Being together in the Church Hall is dependent on COVID guidance. Please check at
www.lymingtonchurch.org/messy-church/

To find out more about Messy Church visit: www.messychurch.org.uk

EDITORIAL NOTE
In January 2022 the Editor would like to hand over the task of producing the
monthly church magazine in order to free up some time to prepare for
publication the results of his research into the memorials and heraldry
at St Thomas’ Church conducted over the past five years. Anyone interested in
carrying forward this important aspect of our church’s ministry in Lymington
is invited to contact the Vicar or the Editor as soon as possible.

The wonderfully uplifting strains of the 9th Solent Music Festival last month
will have barely faded before the Lymington 'Green Week' Eco Fair in our hall
makes an exciting start to October. The opportunity to link with the other
environmentally-aware organisations in our community, encouraging all of us with
further ways we can each help to reduce our overall carbon footprint, is welcome.
Clearly, as COP 26 approaches, government decisions are vital, though the care of
God’s creation is undeniably our shared responsibility. As an Eco Church we shall
continue to make further adjustments towards meeting the Church of England’s
aim to have carbon-neutral churches by 2030.
At the end of August we were very pleased to welcome Helen Pocklington
to her post as our new Verger. Considering her long spell in isolation until
relatively recently, she has adapted quickly to the bustle of Sunday mornings and
the variety of tasks involved. Thank you, Helen!
Many people, either individually or in teams, contribute so much to the
weekly running of our church. For several understandable reasons we now have
fewer to share all the jobs. I was reminded of the inter-dependent community of
Fair Isle where 60 adults share the community tasks, requiring some to perform
three. Fortunately, we are not an island! Nevertheless, our need to perhaps
reshape what we can offer within our own and also the wider community may
have to be adapted as we move forward. Please continue to give prayerful
thought to any areas where you feel you may be able to offer help.
Seeing the children’s comer in church take on its welcoming appearance
once more was a great encouragement. Last month the Tuesday Toddler Group
reopened, and Messy Church, for months operating so admirably on line,
welcomed young families to worship in the hall once again. Contact with children
remains an important part of our mission focus, and Peter’s weekly visits to the
Lymington Infants’ School assembly also greatly contributes towards that
important aim.
The churchyard notices inviting offers of help prompted six responses! We
are all aware how much that space is valued by both local residents and visitors,
and yes, more varieties of plants and creatures too. Maintaining its visual
attraction while encouraging the best environmental practices is a fine balance.
We appreciate the interest and support from the wider community.
Aware that some of our church members are still feeling cautious about
sharing the Sunday services, they nevertheless remain very much a part of our
church family and should not hesitate to be in touch with any needs or prayer
requests.
Maureen Harris

THE ORGANIST PIPES UP!
My skills as a musician have finally entered the 21st century with the
purchase of a tablet computer from which I can read music.
It all came about this summer through the last-minute offer of a cruise
ship job with Phil Daish-Handy, an event which you can read about elsewhere in
this month’s Lymington Parish News. The company we were working for have a
policy that they prefer their musicians to use tablet computers rather than
working from piles of paper music.

So, in the week before we left, most of my time was spent trying to scan
the music we were going to play so that it could be stored on a computer
memory stick – a job not made easy by the fact that my printer relies on an
internet connection which kept failing.
When we joined the ship we were each supplied with an iPad on to which
the music had been copied. We also had a wireless foot pedal to turn the pages.
Using this new-fangled device was something of a baptism of fire. I soon realised
that it was fine for the slower pieces but to use it for some of the faster showpieces we perform would take rather a lot of practice. This was something we
didn’t have time for because as house musicians we were performing up to four
times each day. Fortunately, the cruise director was happy for me to use sheet
music (which I had brought with me just in case!) for some of our repertoire.
However, when we returned home, I decided that it would be useful to
own one of these devices. So much music I am asked to play these days is sent as
a computer attachment and my bill for printer ink has started to get out of hand.
I have now begun practising using it, and after some inevitable teething
troubles I am starting to get to grips with it and hope to use it for an upcoming
concert.

Martin Penrose

Climate change, COP26 and Green Week
As a Gold Award Eco Church, it’s good to remind ourselves of the wider
environmental context in which we play just a small part. In August the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its latest assessment
report. The papers set out the threats which an ever hotter earth pose: heat
extremes, heavy precipitation, more intense droughts, more intense tropical
cyclones. It’s no wonder the UN Secretary-General described it as ‘code red for
humanity’.
What is perhaps most shocking is the scale and speed that the cautious
academics are predicting. It is sobering to read that however fast we move to net
zero carbon emissions, some changes, including melting ice caps and rising sea
levels, will continue for some time.
But the final headline is also crucial: if we can cut our emissions sufficiently,
there would be a positive impact on both the concentration of warming gases and
on air quality. Within 20 years we would be able to see differences in temperature
trends.
In other words, we, the people of this world, can turn things round. As
Christians we are people of hope. We have a vision of God’s kingdom on earth, as in
heaven. We believe in a God who can do more than we can ask or imagine.

So what can we do?

We should lament at the situation we find ourselves in, but we can also pray,
speak out and act, as political leaders gather for the crucial climate talks in Glasgow.
We need both system change and individual action. System change, because only
governments can sort out the finances needed and change national policies. Hence
the need to lobby MPs and encourage the UK to take a radical lead at COP26.

We also need individual action: the sorts of actions we have encouraged
everyone to consider as part of Eco Church. These include reducing our carbon footprint, recycling, and minimising waste, reducing car use, eating food that is locally
produced.
In addition, our actions have a part to play in system change. If we install
solar panels on our roof or change our diet, for example, our actions influence
others and help to change social norms. A committed minority of people can create
a ‘critical mass’ which influences public opinion and in turn influences government
policy.
We can also pray. Time and again in the Bible and in life we see God answer
prayer in the face of seemingly impossible challenges. Ahead of COP26, we can pray
for:
● Prime Minister Boris Johnson and other world leaders to make decisions that
will limit global warming to 1.5oC, backed with solid plans and finance;
● strong outcomes for the poorest countries in the world that are suffering the
worst impacts of climate change.
Lymington and Pennington Green Week is another way we can find out
more about how to care for our
planet. There are events of all
kinds, from history walks to a
Vigil service at Our Lady of
Mercy and St Joseph’s, and from
a Repair Café to apple pressing.
As a church we are
hosting an Eco Fair in St Thomas’
Hall on Saturday 2 October
(10am-3pm). Come along to find
out more about what local groups are doing to help people live more sustainably
and to care for creation.
Discover nature-based solutions to the climate crisis, calculate your carbon
footprint, find out about marine life, seasonal food and New Forest Marque
producers, buy children’s books by a local author and
Traidcraft products – and enjoy tea, coffee and cake.
More information about all the events, and booking
information where necessary, at
facebook.com/LymPennGreenWeek or
newforesttransition.org.uk

Rosie Ward

WOOLLY HAT DAY—21 October
GET KNITTING!
Now that lockdown has eased, we are planning to hold our usual annual
Woolly Hat Day during Vistas in St Thomas’ Hall on Thursday 21 October.
Please get your knitting needles out and add to the large number of
garments that I was able to hand over last month to John Attenborough, The
Mission to Seafarers’ Port Chaplain for Southampton. Thank you to all who
contributed those items.
I can provide wool and patterns if needed.

Peta Walmisley
01590 670247
Lipreading Classes in Milford on Sea - Autumn 2021

Sponsored by the Lottery Community Fund, Tesco, Waitrose and The John Laing Charitable Trust

Lipreading classes empower those with hearing loss to lead an independent and
fulfilled life. In addition to teaching the mechanics of lipreading, students also
learn coping and communication strategies.
Joining a lipreading class is a significant step forwards towards enhancing a life
after hearing loss.

THEY ARE GREAT FUN, TOO!
For more information please contact:
Caroline Court at lipreadingtutor@gmail.com or text only to 07877 468450

Jenny Jones writes:
“Good news to all our supporters! At a recent meeting the PCC agreed to make
a donation of £3500 to The Leprosy Mission. This gives me an opportunity to thank
everyone for their continued support in helping people with tremendously challenging
health issues.”

Phil and Martin’s Viking Adventure
After recently performing the Elgar Cello Concerto in St Thomas',
I couldn't believe our luck: we had genuine confirmation of a two-week
cruise! At ten days’ notice, we agreed to perform on the Viking Star, an
elegant ship, part of the Viking Cruise Line.
Given the limited chances of live music during the pandemic, we
jumped at this opportunity with relish. Setting sail from Portsmouth, we
embarked on a voyage around the British Isles. We had three beautiful
performance venues: The Atrium, the Winter Garden and the Explorer
Lounge. Each one was unique and with its own character. Martin was
especially joyous in performing on the Steinway Grand in The Atrium!
Feedback from the passengers and crew was great and we were treated like
royalty by the staff on board; the food and drink were exemplary.
A personal highlight for me was performing the 'Adoration' by Felix
Borowski and 'Elegy' by Kenneth Leighton with Martin.
We gave nearly forty performances on board which takes our concert
tally together as a duo to 196, quite a mark. We are hoping to plan a '200
Anniversary' celebration concert in St Thomas' next year, given the rarity of
such feats.
In the meantime, we both shall endeavour to keep music LIVE!

Phil Daish-Handy

Phil and Martin between performances on board Viking Star

A Post-Lockdown ‘Get Together’ for magazine distributors at Vistas
in July, held by kind permission of the Vistas team.

Help secure the future of your local hospice with a gift in your Will
Oakhaven Hospice has been providing free hospice care for over 29 years. We are
here for local families and their loved ones who are facing end of life and
bereavement, within the hospice and in homes across our New Forest, Waterside
and Totton communities.
Gifts left to us in Wills cover the cost of care for one in four of our patients. A
pledge of any size will make a real difference to those needing Oakhaven’s
specialist support in years to come.
A gift in your Will can leave a legacy of compassionate care to help local families in
the future.
If you feel able to help others and would like further information on how to
support Oakhaven with a gift in your Will visit
www.oakhavenhospice.co.uk/legacy
which includes details of our free online Will writing service with Guardian Angel.
Contact the Oakhaven team on 01590 677773 in confidence or
legacy@oakhavenhospice.co.uk
Could you leave a gift in your Will to Oakhaven Hospice?

That’s the Spirit — Life in 1904!

Check out the price of spirits in this invoice dating from 1904 sent in by
Shelah Payne. Her great-grandfather, grandfather and father were in business,
supplying the numerous public houses in the east end of London before so many
of them were destroyed by the bombing in World War II.

Heraldry in St Thomas’ Church
31. Harold Ridges Rowe 1945
Harold Rowe was born in Southampton on 2 April 1877. He qualified
as a dentist and went to work in South Africa in 1905, serving in the South
Africa Army Dental Corps 1914-19. In 1926 he moved back to England with
his family, setting up a dental practice in Lymington. To begin with they lived
at various properties in the High Street and eventually settled at
Woodmancote, a property with a large garden and tennis courts at 38 St
Thomas Street and which had previously been occupied by Charles Harding
whose heraldic arms were featured in the June magazine. Harold Rowe died
suddenly on 4 August 1945 aged 68 and the practice was taken over by Mr
Reg Runeckles before he relocated to Chawton House. Woodmancote and
some of the adjacent properties were subsequently demolished and all except
Woodmancote redeveloped; the site where it once stood remains overgrown
and undeveloped to this day, albeit with a garden area much reduced in size.

Woodmancote. Images courtesy of St Barbe Museum & Art Gallery.
Both Harold and Emma were active members of St Thomas’ Church
and within the community at large. Harold was a dedicated member of the
British Dental Association throughout his working life and outside of
dentistry he listed as his interests dogs, horses, stamps, chess and reading. His
obituary recalled that his “genial nature and kindliness made him popular
among his colleagues”.
Mounted on the wall of the North Transept is a decorated manuscript
created by Kennedy Smith showing all the incumbents of St Thomas’ Church
since 1396. It was presented to the church in 1986 by the three Rowe sons in
memory of their parents. It is a fine piece of calligraphic art and in the corners
are designs based on four roof bosses preserved in the case in the Narthex and
along the sides are six shields portraying the arms of the Winchester Diocese,
the Borough of Lymington, The British Dental Association, The Royal
College of Surgeons of England, The Royal College of Surgeons of
Edinburgh and the Rowe family.

The incumbents’ board in the North Transept. The dedication
The list of incumbents board hanging in the North Transept.
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Diocese of Winchester: We looked at these arms in
October 2018 and observed that this miniature painting is
the only version of the Diocesan arms at St Thomas’
which is in accordance with the heraldic blazon, that is,
with the upper key argent (silver or white), not or (gold or
yellow).
Borough of Lymington: These arms were the
subject of the article in LPN for March 2019. The arms
depicted here are a true representation of those officially
granted to the Borough in 1964 and show the ship sailing
towards the heraldic right (dexter) and the Courtenay arms
suspended forward of the main mast. There is, however,
no rudder at the stern of the vessel.

The British Dental Association: These
arms were granted in 1930. Harold Rowe joined
the Association in 1907 and remained an active
member throughout his career, serving on the
Executive Board and also as Chairman of the
Wessex Branch in 1939. He was instrumental in
founding the Association’s Benevolent Fund and
successful thereafter in securing funds for the
benefit of its members. The blazon reads: Sable,
issuant from the dexter and sinister base two lions
combatant supporting a rod of Aesculapius or.
The beasts are standing on their hind legs
(rampant) facing each other and in a fighting
posture (combatant). Aesculapius was the Latin name of Asclepius, the Greek
god of medicine (although Homer recognised him simply as “the blameless
physician”). In mythology, he was regarded as a son of Apollo and was
instructed by Chiron, the wisest of the centaurs, in the art of healing. His
worship was introduced in Athens in 420 B.C. and later in Rome in 203 B.C.
To him, the serpent was sacred, acting both as a symbol of regeneration and
as one able to discover medicinal herbs. His rod or staff with a serpent coiled
around it has been adopted as a general symbol of medicine and widely used
in medical heraldry down the ages.
The Royal College of Surgeons of
England: was granted a Royal Charter in 1800
and in 1822 a new coat of arms was officially
approved by George IV. The blazon for the
elaborate shield reads: Quarterly or and argent, a
cross gules (being that of St George) thereon the
Imperial Crown (signifying Royal patronage) proper
between two anchors erect in pale and two portcullises in fess of the first, in the first and fourth
quarters a serpent nowed and in the second and third
a lion couchant guardant proper, on a chief of the
third a lion passant guardant of the first being part of
the Royal Arms of England. ’Nowed’ means tied in a knot and couchant means
that the beasts are lying down; passant means walking and guardant means
facing out towards the observer. The anchors and portcullis may allude to
the function of the original Company of Surgeons in examining surgeons for
the Royal Navy and Army respectively, or equally they may be refer to the
anchor in the badge of St Clement Danes, the parish in which the College is
situated in London, and to the portcullis used in the arms of Westminster.

Harold Rowe was a graduate of the College in 1904, obtaining his
Licentiate of Dental Surgery (L.D.S.) after training at the National Dental,
Middlesex and University College Hospitals. At the time of his death, the
Lymington Times and Advertiser recorded that he was a Gold Medallist for his
year but this has so far not been confirmed by the College.
The full heraldic achievement for the College arms depicts the two
sons of Aesculapius, Machaon and Podalirus, supporting the shield. They
were both surgeons in the military and were present at the siege of Troy. On
the dexter side is Machaon holding a broken dart, allegedly taken from the
side of King Menelaus and symbolising the healing of wounds. On the
sinister side is Podalirus holding the rod of Aesculapius; in the earliest
version of the arms he was shown holding a surgeon’s knife.
The Royal College of Surgeons of
Edinburgh: was the successor to the
Surgeons Company of Edinburgh and
obtained its Charter in 1778. Like its English
counterpart, the elaborate shield of arms
uses multiple charges, here all shown in
their natural colours. Harold Rowe studied
there for the Higher Dental Diploma
(H.D.D.) soon after settling in Lymington
on his return from South Africa; he was
awarded this advanced dental qualification
in 1929. The blue shield has a cloud in the
top central position and from which there
issues a right hand with an eye in its palm.
In the base is a castle (from the Edinburgh
City arms) and in between across the centre
of the shield (in fess) is a naked male patient. Surrounding the entire shield is
a golden border scattered across which is an assemblage (semée) of surgical
instruments, again, all proper. Finally, in the top dexter corner is a square
canton comprising the Scottish saltire with the Scottish thistle superimposed
upon it in the centre. In the space between the two top arms of the saltire is
the Scottish Crown, the centrepiece of the Scottish regalia, known as ‘The
Honours of Scotland’, and which are on display in Edinburgh Castle. In the
miniature painting on the memorial document to the Rowes the crown is for
some reason replaced by a fleur-de-lys and all the charges are shown argent
and not in their natural colours. The hand has been variously interpreted as
the hand of God under whose care the patient is protected, but it has also
been taken to represent the surgeon’s hand, the most important instrument,
along with the eye, perhaps, at his or her disposal. In the full achievement,
the dexter supporter of the shield is Aesculapius holding his staff.

The Rowe family arms can
be seen on the left side of the
manuscript and they comprise a
shield with a gold or yellow field
on which are three Pascal Lambs.
In heraldry, the rule is that metal
charges are not placed upon a
metal field, nor coloured charges
placed upon a coloured field, and
so the lambs should strictly be
blazoned proper, that is, shown in
their natural colours. These arms
are not listed in Burke’s General
Armoury (1884) but those of other
members of the Rowe family from
the north and south-west of
England are and they use gold
lambs on a red field. Throughout
Christendom the Pascal Lamb is a symbol for Jesus, the Agnus Dei or ’Lamb
of God’, following John the Baptist’s salutation recorded in John 1.29 when
Jesus came to John to be baptised. The term ‘Paschal Lamb’ relates to the
sacrifice of a lamb on the occasion of the first Passover prior to the Israelites’
departure from captivity in Egypt (Exodus ch. 12), and is derived from the
Hebrew word for Passover (pesakh), which came to us via the Old French
word pascal. We shall look more closely at the Pascal Lamb in the concluding
article in this series on heraldry in St Thomas’ Church.
But what of Emma Rowe? Unfortunately, we currently know very
little about her. She was born in Redruth in 1894 and her maiden name was
Matthews. She married Harold Rowe at the Wesleyan Church in Seven
Kings, Ilford, on 20 October 1920 (though some references state 1921). She
then sailed with her husband when he returned to South Africa. Their three
sons were born there before the family returned to England in 1926 (the local
paper states that it was in 1924) and settled in Lymington.
Another interesting observation is that the manuscript indicates that
Emma Rowe had been awarded the British Empire Medal (B.E.M.). The
details need researching. Since this memorial is dedicated to the memory of
both parents, one has to wonder why her B.E.M. is not included amongst the
achievements accorded to her husband and represented amongst the
miniature paintings around the edge. Emma died in Surrey in 1979 near to
where her eldest son Owen was Headmaster at Epsom College.

Nigel Mussett

Nature Notes
Lymington oysters and eels
Readers may have heard that the critically endangered European eel,
Anguilla anguilla, has recently been found amongst the nursery system of the
native European Flat Oyster, Ostrea edulis, being grown at the Wightlink
ferry terminal at Lymington Pier. Individual eels have also been seen in the
river and being eaten by cormorants down near the quay.
I was recently granted special permission to see and photograph the
oysters and to learn more about the exciting project which is under way
locally. Wightlink is working with scientists from Blue Marine Foundation,
the Universities of Southampton and Portsmouth, and the Zoological Society
of London to restore the oyster reefs in the Solent, thereby helping to
improve the marine habitats, water quality and biodiversity in what has
become an increasingly polluted environment.
Lymington is one of twelve restoration sites in the Solent where cages
containing hundreds of oysters are submerged beneath pontoons. After
spawning and fertilisation, millions of larvae are produced which, in time,
should help to restore the reefs, once home to large populations of oysters.

Like the fossil Devil’s Toe-nail (see LPN September 2019), oysters are
bivalve molluscs comprising two unequally-sized shells. They are fixed to
the substrate by the larger convex left valve, the animal effectively lying on
its side. They are filter feeders, small phytoplankton and organic debris
being extracted by an elaborate system of filaments inside the shell from the
sea water as it is drawn through the animal in a continuous current created
by the action of microscopic hairs called cilia. Adults filter over 200 litres of
water each day and also extract dissolved oxygen in the process. They have
simple digestive and nervous systems and the sexes are usually separate,
although alternation between sexes regularly occurs.

This brood-stock of oysters was
established at Lymington in December
2019. As many as 130 different species of
marine animals, including sea squirts,
the spiny seahorse and sea bass, have so
far been found in these oyster nurseries
along the Solent. And now the European
eel has also proved its presence in the
Lymington River (left).
These animals arrive as larvae,
carried by the Gulf Stream and North
Atlantic Drift for two years or so from
the Sargasso Sea, 4000 miles away near
Bermuda. As they approach our shores
they turn into transparent ‘Glass eels’
European eel. © Luke Helmer,
about 15 cm long and on entering the
Blue Marine Foundation.
Maisie
freshwater rivers develop darker skin
pigments and transform yet again into the familiar elvers. For the next six to
twenty years they will remain in our rivers, developing a yellow under-belly
upstream until they finally develop a silvery sheen, a large pair of eyes and
became sexually mature. At this point they will begin the long migration
back to the Sargasso Sea where they will mate, lay eggs and die. The young
leaf-like larvae hatch from these eggs ready to begin their migration northeastwards to Europe, reaching as far as northern Russia. They will also enter
the Mediterranean, the Black Sea and the Baltic.
As nocturnal adults, eels burrow into the mud or hide under stones
during the day but at night emerge to feed on other fish, molluscs,
crustaceans, insect larvae and worms. They are strong swimmers and
climbers, often over land, but sometimes need a helping hand when it comes
to man-made obstructions such as dams. Hydro-electric turbines pose a
particular threat to migrating eels and large numbers are known to have
been killed by the action of the turbine blades. Other threats responsible for
their demise over the last century are increased pollution and habitat loss,
over-fishing, parasites, disease and climate change.
Around the coasts and estuaries of Britain concerted efforts are being
made to address these issues and in many areas the European eel is
beginning to make a come back as an important member of our native fauna.

NJM

The assistance of Blue Marine Foundation and Wightlink
in the preparation of this article is gratefully acknowledged.

A Prayer for Autumn Days
God of the seasons,
there is a time for everything,
there is a time for dying and a time for rising.
Grant us courage to enter the transformation process.
God of Autumn,
the trees are saying goodbye to their green,
letting go of what has been.
We too, have our moments of surrender
with all their insecurity and risk.
Help us to let go when we need to do so.
God of fallen leaves,
lying in coloured patterns on the ground,
we recognise that our lives too have their own patterns.
As we see the patterns of our own growth,
may we learn from them.
God of misty days and harvest moon nights,
there is always a dimension of mystery and wonder in our lives.
We need to ceaselessly recognise your power-filled presence.
May we gain strength from this.
God of birds migrating south,
your wisdom enables us to know
what needs to be left behind,
and what needs to be carried into the future.
We long for your blessing of insight and vision.
God of life, you believe in us,
you enrich us,
you entrust us with the freedom to choose life in you.
For this we are grateful.
Amen.
Based on an original by Sister Joyce Rupp OSM
Found on the internet

Malcolm Ward

From time to time the church receives donations specifically dedicated to
the provision of the monthly Lymington Parish News.
We are particularly grateful for these as they help to offset the high costs of
production and colour printing. Donations may Gift Aided, too. Donations
may be made via the Office, the Editor or by bank transfer.
Please ask for details.

Reflections On Certain Psalms — 8
The controversialist Germaine Greer turned in her retirement to
a study of the Psalms. The first thing she reported, with some
admiration, was that occasionally some Psalms can, emotionally,
“turn on a sixpence”. You can see this most memorably in the third
century B.C. (probably) Psalm 22.
In the first two-thirds the Psalmist has some severe wounds to
lick. Life-long he has maintained a trusting relationship with God
(vv. 9-10), and what has he received from it? Scorn (vv. 6-7); mockery
(v. 8); abuse, metaphorically described (vv. 12-13); breakdown (vv. 14
-15) and crude persistent animosity (v. 16).
So vivid is the Psalmist’s depiction of his plight that when he
comes to verses 17-18, “They pierced my hands and feet… They stand
staring and looking upon me… They part my garments among them:
and cast lots upon my vesture”, his language seems remarkably to
anticipate and resemble the sufferings of Jesus on the Cross. Jesus
himself uttered the words of Psalm 22, verse 1, “My God, my God,
why hast thou forsaken me?” during the final stage of his Crucifixion.
There is further desperate pleading by the Psalmist in verses 19,
20 and the first half of verse 21, and then comes the turn on the
sixpence — suddenly in the second half of verse 21, in one bound he
is free!
The last third of the Psalm (vv. 22-32) then becomes a song of
praise! Wider and wider from now on spreads the full-throated
expression of the Psalmist’s gratitude. He wants his family and
contemporaries (v. 22); all Israel (v. 23); the underprivileged (v. 26);
the nations of the earth (v. 27) and future generations (v. 32) all to
hear it.
It will not escape the notice of a person as observant as
Germaine Greer that the first two-thirds of Psalm 22 prefigure Good
Friday and the death of Jesus Christ, and the last third, Easter Day and
his Resurrection.
William Cummings
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